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Maintenance Costs of Traffic Signals
Philip J. TarnofÏ, Álao À4,-Voorhees and associatãs, Inc., Mclean, Virginia
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A current major research project is aimed at developing guidelines for
the selection of types of traffic-signal control at indívidual (noninter-
connected, "isolated") ¡ntersections. Most traffic eng¡neers prefer to
¡nstall fully ac.tuated signals at such locations; however, these are some-
what more costly to ma¡ntain than sem¡actuated or pretimed signals.
Traffic engineers need to take ¡nto account the incremental maintenance
costs of the more sophisticated types of control. Almost two years of
rna¡ntenance-cost data from the California Department of Transpor.
tation (Caltrans) are reported for 121 actuated traffic signals of various
designs. The costs include those for íield maintenance, bench repair,
travel, and pañs. Also reported are the annual costs of the time re-
quired for the field maintenance of almost 1 800 pretimed and ac,tuated
signals of the New York Stãte Department of Transportat¡on (NYSDOT).
The frequency of repair of various types of controflers and detectors
is reported for eight other cities and states. The Caltrans and NySDOT
data were merged to reach conclusions for the total annual cost to
maintain electromechanical and so lid-state controllers, includ ing
microprocessors, for various numbers of phases,

A major research project is currently under way to

their preference for traffic -responsive control.
An essential element in the selection of type of

in the snorv belt because of severe winters, deteriorat-
ing pavements, and other reasons. There have been

fiers", and difTiculties in hiring and retaining tech-
nicians capable of installing and maintaining modern,
sophisticated detectors and controllers. There has
been a growing feeling that, if a fully actuated con-
troller cannot be kept in fully actuated operation but
must be placed on recall to one or both phases, it woutd
then have been more economical to select semiactuated
or pretimed control at the outset. It was this climate
of concern that prompted the research to determine
the maintenance costs of tra-tfic signals.

RESEARCH APPROACH

Telephone contacts were made with many state and
local trafïic engineering agencies throughout the United

States in an effort to obtain maintenance data. Most of
the agencies responded that their data are in raw form-
handwritten malfunction reports-that could not be sum-
marized at reasonable cost. However, a few were
found to have manual tabulations or computerized sum-
maries of raw data in a form susceptible to tabulation
at reasonable expense.

1. California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans): The Caltrans Maintena¡ce Management
System (MMS) included data for 23 recent months on
the total cost to maintain 121 actuated tra-ffic signals
of various designs. Total cost includes field mainte-
n¿ulce, bench repair, travel, and parts,

2. New York State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT): NYÐOT maÍntains a computerized fite of
the work hours required for the field maintena¡rce of the
approximately 2500 pretimed and actuated tra-ffic
signals in its jurísdiction. The costs of bench repair,
travel, and parts are not included. Data for two recent

400 controllers of various ty¡les and ages.
7, Charlotte, North Carolina: In 1977, Charlotte

9. Winston-Salem, North Carolina: Four years
of detailed maintenance cost data were obtained for one

signals.
10. Washington, D.C.: Maintenance data for one

year were obtained on a total of 497 loop detectors.

Caltra¡s Data

Traffic -signal mainter¡ance-expense records for 12 1
selected locations are stored in the Caltrans computer.
These costs include the dollar e4)ense of all scheduled
and nonscheduled field and bench maintenance of all
electrical equipment at the location, including lampouts,
detector malfunctions, and knockdowns. (Caltrans
has a group relamping program; therefore, lampouts
should be negligible in these statistics.) Table 1 shows
data for the 23 months from Juty 1, 1976, to May 30,

purchased ?2 microprocessor controllers of type 1g0traffic-signal control is a knowledge of the maintenar¡ce q"1:l-o"" rz mrsr'oprosessQr corurolrers or Eype rvu
bur¿en of fhe vqrinus rìosims .rvo t¡atian¡o +¡i.-^.^l---- design. As of May 1978, 50 had been installed. Theburden of t.l.e various designs. We believe this paper project sta-ff obtained 14 months of maintenance datais the first to prwide that information.

these signals and 6 months of data on the other 388The project sta^ff found that tra-tÏic-signal maintenance ol mlse. srgnals ¿rnd

rfs nrc .] ".-o .nn¡êrñ ihrnrrohnrri +rr^ ^^,,-+-,1 signals in Charlotte.costs are of some concern throughout the country. 8. Springfield, Illinois: Data on the frequency ofThese costs seem to be a particular worry, however,
itt so-" notttteast""tt an¿ ipp"" *iá*""tãi.i "taiã.]-' 

repair of springfietd's 144 pretimed and actuated

1e16'-
tow-¡iA barriers to ttre purchase of high-qua1ú;';;p[- :fiP_t" each of pretimed and tuUy actuated tra-tfic
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Table 1. Caltrans annual maintenance costs for selected
locations.

Annual Cost per Signâl

Three- to Five- to

Controller Type N Cost ($) N cost ($) N cost ($) cost ($)

Electromechanical
Full volume-density
Basic three-phase (nondensity)

Solid state
Analog timing, transistors
Digitâl timing, noncomputer

Brand A
Brand B
Brand C

Two-phâse
lwo- to four-phase
Five- to eight-phase

Digitâl timing, minicompute¡
Digital timing, microprocessor

7 429

1' 1162
6 753

4 65?

4 ?96
5 949

5' 1506 t449
4' 1209 935

? 1610 1263

9 815 782
5 2600 1??5

- 59?
- 625

10 1623 1ã08
33 1004 1004
4 75'.t 690

6 59?
2 694
1 354

tl 672

1 421

"Apparently using m¡nor movement controllers.

19?8, adjusted to 12 months by multiplying the raw
cost data by t2/23.

For two-phase digital controllers, Table 1 shows
that the annual maintenance cost varies from $354 to
$694, depending on the brand of manufacture. The
weighted average of these data is $5?5.

Table 1 data for three- and four-phase, solid-state
dígital machines are complicated by the fact that the
brand B digitally timed controllers had to be modified
in design by Caltrans persormel in order to keep them
operating acceptably. The model was soon discon-
tinued by the manufacturer. If the maintenance costs
for this model are therefore rejected as atypical out-
Iiers, then the average of the remaining data is $646.
This'is very close to the $657 for an:alog equipment,
somewhat less than the $753 required to maintain the
e lectrome chanical c ontrolle rs of basic (nondensity)
design, and far less than the $1162 spent to maintain
a single electromechanical volume -derisity controler
of early vintage. Of all the three- and four-phase
machines, the microprocessor design has the lowest

tion is included.
Controllers of five to eight phases vary widely in

maintenance cost; the average is $1067 for solid-state,

four-phase controllers over two-phase models is very
small, probably less than $lOO/year. However, the
jump from two-phase to five- to eight-phase controllers
could easily double maintenance costs to more than
$1000 unless a microprocessor controller is specified. .

Caltrans now (1978) has a program under way to
replace atl 800 of its electromechanical tra-fÏic-actuated
controllers over a three-year period. During that time,
the state plans to instatl nearly 3000 microprocessor
controllers of type 1?0 design. (These are purchased
without factory sbftware and the programs are loaded
by the state.) As of early 19?8, 50 type 1?0 controllers
had been installed as Caltrans' standard unit for inter-
section or ramp-metering signal control on all safety
or operational improvement projects. Since the first
unit was installed in the field in September 1977, there
were no maintenance data available as of April 1978.
However, Caltrans expects that, since the 

-ype 
1?0 has

fewer con¡rection points and a lower component parts
count than other controllers, it will have an improved

digibf models (again omitting brand B). Once more repair.
the basic electromechanical models are somewhat Although the available California data do not inslude
higher than the digital machines, and the volume-density the data on the pretimed controller needed for this
machines are much higher. The solid-state analog con- project, they do furnish total-cost benchmarks for
trollers were the highest of all-$1610/year-even after other types. These benchmarks are incorporated in

8O65 of tlte comprelænsì.ue conclusionsbeÏo-
maintenance funds over the 23-montå period. Again, the
microprocessor design is significantly less expensive
to maintain.

After 16 months of maintenance data had been ob-
tained, Caltrans removed all of the electromechanical
volume-density controllers, haü of the 10 basic
machines, and several solid-state controllers. The
16-month data for these controllers were properly
arurualized for inclusion in Table 1.

Table 1 suggests these general conclusions:

1. The five microprocessor controllers have sig-
nificantly lower average maintenance costs than do the
other types. These microprocessors are not the new
type 170 but are of the special-purpose type that has
nonvolatile memory.

2. E lectromechanical volume-density controllers
are particularly costly to maintain in comparison with
their solid-state counterparts.

3. The increase in maintenance cost of three- to

cost-$421. The significance of the microprocessor's mean time between failures (MTBF), The 170's design
advantage here is clouded by the fact that ònfy one loca- should also result in a shorter mean time to repair

(MTTR), because it is electricaUy organized Ín a more
logical manner than earlier designs. It contains
several self-test features intended to er<pedite beneh

NYSDOT Data

New York maintains a computerized inventory of its
more tlran 2500 stop-and-go signals, flashers, and
beacons. The work hours for the field portion of the
maintenance of all of these signals are similarly
catalogued. The top part of Table 2 provides a sum-
mary furnished by NYSDOT for a recent 12-month
period for all of the regions except one. It includes
controller maintenance only, not detector mainte-
nance as well. The data show that, although the work
hours per call are retatively independent of the type of
controller, the work hours per signal increase with
greater sophistication of the controller. At the requesf
of the project staJf, NSSDOT furnished a detailed com-
puter printout of the controller and detector mainter¡ance
ercperience for the next l2-month period, October 1,
19?6, to September 30, 1977. Selected data from the
controller printout were tabulated by the project staff
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f able 2. Portion of NYSDOT controller field-maintenance data for October 1,1975, to September 30, 1976,
and for October 1, 1976, to September 30, 1977 .

Controller Type

Hours
per
Signal

No. of
Signals

309
300

20 384

Calls
No. of per
Calls Signal

Regular Overtime Total Hours
Work Work Work per
Hours Hours Hours Câll

October 1, 1975, to September 30, 19?6

PÌetimed
Semiactuated
Fully actuated
Flashing
Beacon

Total

168 479 2.85 ',t04
1243 5 500 4.42 I 201
55? 3 960 ?.11 6 5??
506 53? 1.06 950
43 36 0.84 63

25t',1 t0 5t2 4.18 16 496

1 309 2.73 7 .'19
13 643 2.48 10.98
12 854 3.25 23.08
1 694 3.15 3.35

99 2.74 2.30

29 599 2.82 11.76

605
5 442
6 z't',l

744
36

13 103

October 1, 1976, to September 30, 19?7

Electromechânical
Pretimed
Semiâctuated
Fully actuated
Volume-density

Mixed electromechânicâl ând
solid state

Semiactuated
Fully actuated

Solid state
Analog timing

Semiactuated
Fully actuated

TÞo- to four-phase
Five- to eight-phase

Digital timing, f ully actuated
Two- to four phâse
Five- to eight-phase

Total

154 1.83 472
1520 2.61 3 918

994 3.96 2 692
115 4.',t9 246

1 03? 2.19 3 666
626 3.23 7 772

27 0.96 1?8

260 3.61 713
162 ?.36 305

54 1.46 155
58 4.t4 145

5 00? 2.87 14 202

4.t9 ?.69
3.46 9.03
3.86 75.2',1
3.35 16.04

4.98 10.92
4.1b 13.39

214 ?.93 7.64

1 089 4.19 15.72
5?9 3.57 26.32

84
583
251

24

473
t94

72
22

3?
t4

1782

234
1 345
7 t42

139

1 501
826

36

646
5 263
3 834

385

5 16?
2 598

3?6
274

154
155

6 182

5.72 8.35
5.77 21.43

4.07 71.44

Controller Tjrpe

Table 3. Cost of work hours for field maintenance of selected
NYSDOT controllers for October 1,1976, to September 30,1977.

Cost per Signal ($)

quired 1? ?13 regular h and 7483 overtime h. The
proiect sta^tf distributed these calls and work hours
among the various types of actuated controllers as
judiciously as it could, according to the number of
actuated phases of each controller type. These data
were then merged with the controller-only data in the
lower part of Table 2 and Table 3. The results are
shown in Taþles 4 and 5 as estirnated data. Like Table
3, Table 5 uses the NYSDOT-supplied wage rates.

Table 5 ís the most important because it presents
controller-plus-detector costs, as does Table 1 for
Caltrans. However, there are important differences
between the two tables: Table 5 includes only the cost
of field work hours, while Table 1 also includes the
cost of repair vehicles, parts, and bench labor. By
using the pretimed controls as a baseline at a field-
maintenance cost of fiïZ/year, TaþIe 5 suggests these
general conclusions:

Two-
Phase

Three- to Five- to
Four- Eight-
Phase Phase AII

Elect¡omechanical
Pretimed
Semiactuated
Fully actuated
Volume-density

Mixed electromechanical
and solid state

Semiâctuated
Fully actuated

Solid state
Analog timing

Semiactuated
Fully actuated

Digital timing, fully actuated

-82
-92
- 158
- 1?0

- 113_ 140

-?5
293 191
243 135

ni-
134 19?
208 109

113
113 155

75
166 154
10 144

and are shown in the bottom part of Table 2 (in order
to e4pedite the manual tabulation of the computer output,
only those models installed at four or more locations
in the state were included). The data in the bottom
part are much more detailed in their breakdown by con-
troller type than are the data above for tl¡e previous
year.

Table 3 reduces the data from the bottom part of
Table 2 to a dollar cost of the work hours for field
maintenance for each t¡pe of controller by using
NYSDOT-supplied labor costs of $9.00/h for regular
time and $13,50/h for overtime (including an 80 percent
overhead factor).

Tab1es 2 and 3 are incomplete because of their
omission of detector maintenance data. S.rch data are
tabulated by the NIISDOT by manufacturer ratber t¡an
by type oftra-ffic signal. The tabulation for 19?6-197?
showed that 6190 detector-related service calls re-

1. A step up to two-phase semiactuated control u¡ill
add approximately $110/year to the cost of maintenance,
regardless of whether the controller is of electro-
mechanical or solid-state design.

2. A further step up, from two-phase semiactuated
control to any two-phase fully actuated controller tl¡at
is not digital, will cost $143/year. A digital machine
rvill reduce that increase in cost to only fi76/year.

3. A two-phase electromechanical volume -density
controller costs about $65 more per year to maintain
than any basic controller of nondigital design and
about $130 more th¿ü a digital model.

4. Basic actuated controllers of three and four
phases cost an average of.fi462/year to maintain (if
the "mixed electromechanical and solid-state" data
are discarded as outliers). This is $380 more than
pretimed control, $12? more than two-phase fully
actuated nondigital control, and $194 greater than
digiial control.
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Table4. Est¡matedma¡ntenancedataforselectedNYSDOTcontrollersanddetectorsforOctoberl,19T6,to
September 30,1977.

Controller Type
No. of
Signals

Calls
per
Signal

No. of
Câl1s

Regular Overtime TotaÌ Hours Hours
Work Work Work per per
Hours Hours Hours CaU Signal

Electromechânical
Pretimed
Semiactuated
Fully âctuated
Volume-density

Mixed electromechanical and
solid state

Semiactuated
Fully actuated

Solid state
Analog timing

Semiactuated
FuIIy actuated

Two- to four-phase
Five- to eight-phase

Digital timing, fully actuâted
Two- to four-phase
Five- to eight-phase

Total

154 1.83 4t2
2 874 4.93 '.t 797
2 385 9.51 6 6?8

246 10.21 618

646 4.19 7.69
10 ?81 3.?5 18.49
I 504 3.98 37.86

914 3.73 38.08

9 626 4.52 20.35
7 461 4.10 38.46

491 5.77 7'.t .54

2 829 4.12 39.29
1 411 3.86 64.t4

7 741 4.47 30.84
829 4.4t 59.21

45 633 4.08 25.61

84
583
251

24

473
t94

6 801
5 191

2 732
1 820

234
2 984
2 826

296

2 825
2 270

373 118

1 936 893
890 621

28 95

't2 687
22 366

4.51
9.39

3.39

9.54
1 6.64

JI

74

t782

401
312

13 680

259 ?.00 740
188 13.43 51?

11 190 6.28 31 953

Table 5. Cost of work hours for estimated ma¡ntenance of selectd
NYSDOT controllers and detectors for October 1, 1976, to September
30,1977.

Cost per Signal ($)

Controller Type

Three- to Five- to
Two- Four- Eight-
Phâse Phase Phase

Table 6. Frequency of controller repair by the Minneapol¡s District
of the Minnesota Department of Highways.

Controller Type

Annual
Years CâUs

Age of No. of per
(years) Data signals Signâl

All

Electromechanical
Pretimed
Semiâctuated
Fully actuated
VoIume-density

Mixed electromechanical
and solid state

Semiactuated
Fully actuated

Solid state
Analog timing

S€miactuated
Fully actuated

Digital timing, fully actuated

-82
- 189
- 391
- 398

_ 210
- 399

- 117
684 4',t4
633 411

Electromechanical, f ully
actuated

Two-phase
Three- to five-phâse
TotaI

Solid state
Analog timing

Semiactuated
Fully actuated

Three-phase
Five-phase

Digital timing, fully âctuated
Three-phase
Five- to eight-phase

Totâl

3.45 13 1.34
3.0 24 2.05
- 100 2.3't
2.5 23 2.4

0-5 5.0 I
0-5 3.0 4
0-5 - 72

5.0

4.9
5.0
2.5

2.40
4.70
2.92189

330
398

270
309

717
365
268

4S;
398

44;
448

619

0-5

0-5
0-5
6- 10

0-5
0-5
u-b
6- 10

2 7.70

11 1.84
z'.î 3.19
23 2.40

Ohio DOT

Ohio furnished maintenarce data for its 558 tra-ffic
signals as showlr below.

5. Solid-state controllers of five to eight phases
cost ¿ur average of $659/year to maintai.n. This is
fiZL}/year more than a three- or four-phase analog
or digital machine.

Minnesota Department of Highways

Table 6 shows the frequency of repair of 135 controllers
in the Minneapolis District of the Minnesota Depart-
ment-of llighways. The-Jablejndicates a-distinct ad-
vantage of solid-state over electromechanical design'
As expected, the greater the number of phases, the
more frequent the repair, The table indicates t¡at the
frequency of repair of solid-state controllers does not
increase with the age of the unit.

The available data included the frequency of repair
of the 811 loop detectors and 12 magnetic detectors
used with the 112 controllers in Table 6. It was found
that the loop detectors averaged 0.24 failures per
detector per year, and the magnetic models averaged
Q.26/year.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cincirurati has used a computerized tra-flic control equip-
ment maintenance sumrnary for five years. These sum-
maries have been used to reduce the number of chron-
ically malfunctíoning intersection controls from 17 in

No. of No. of
Controller Type Signals Calls

E lectromechanical
Actuated (basic)
Volume-density

Solid state
Analog timing
Digital timing

296 412 1.39
84 169 2.O1

178
Few

237
Unknown

Annual Calls
per Signal

1.33

The table shows primarily tùat electromechanical
volume -density controllers require significantly greater
maintena¡ce than do their basic cowrterparts, and
much more than modern solid-state controllers.
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1973 to only 2 today. The city has more than 700 tra-ffic
signals.

Tabte ? provides a sumrnary ot 2L/2 yearc of com-

The project staff removed all "normal cycle" reports

Table 7. Frequency of controller repair in Cincinnati
from March 1975 to August 1977.

Controller Type

Annual
CaIls

Age No. of per
(years) Signals Signal

Electromechanical
Pretimed

(indicating no malfunction found by the repair crew),
The sta-ff also removed all failure reports associated
with system features, such as coordination units, since

tions.
Table 7 does not indicate any significant increase in

rnainteriance load with an increase in sophistication
from pretimed to semiactuated to fully actuated con-
trols. Rather, the evidence is that the solid-state
actuated equipment is more reliable than the pretimed.

Table 7 shows that the frequency of repair of elec-
tromechanical equipment increases with age to approxi-
mately the 10th year and then decreases with greater
age. This same phenomenon is evident also in the data
presented below for Tampa, Ftorida.

Detector maintenance over two years in Cincinr¡ati
is shown below:

0-5
6- 10
11- 15
16-20
>20
All
0-5
6-10
11- 15
16-20
>20
Au
0-5
6- 10
AII

0-5
0-5
6- 10
AII

1.81
2.t'l

1.99
t.7 4
7.92
1.50
2.5t
L70
1.65
1.68
1.8?
1.13
2.7 60

1.50
1.00
1.t4
1.05

No. of
Detectors

31
Jâ

trã
72

2'Ì't
2

48
80
54
38

222
16
45
61

2
72

19

Detector Type

Pressure
Magnetic
Loop
Sonic

Annual Failures
per DetectorSemiactuated

FuÌl.y actuated, operated
semiâctuated

Solid state
Semiactuated
Fully actuated, operâted

semiactuâted

23 0.17
8f 0.26
151 0.29
37 0.32

ControÌ.ler Type
Age No, of
(years) signals

" H igh becâuse of a s¡ngle model.
bHigh because 20 un¡ts of an early-d6ign phase,modular controller ex,

per¡enced 3.85 calls/signal eâch year.

Table 8. Frequencyof controller repair in Tampa for
1974.

The data indicate that the pressure detector is signifi-
cantly more reliable than the other types Listed. The
data for rnagnetic and loop detectors are strikingly
similar to the Mirureapolis data reported above.

Tampa, Florida

A computerized record of frequency of repair was ob-
tained for almost 400 controllers for 1g?4. The record
is summarized in Table 8; detector maintena.nce data
are not included. Except for the pretimed controllers
and the most recently purchased solid-state controllers
operated as semiactuated, the maintenance load is ex-
tremely heavy compared'¡¡ith that reported above for
Ohio, Minnesota, and Cincinnati. The higher rate for
Tampa may be due to the severe lightning storms ex-
perienced frequently in Florida. Many of the Tampa
rates are of the same order of magnitude as those ob-
tained for New York State (Table 4).

Charlotte. North Carolina

Charlotte has a variety of actuated equipment of both
electromechanical and sotid-state design and has for
many years provided adequate funding for traffic engi-
neering operations. Therefore, maintenance data were

Their total of 438 controllers includes ?2 type 190
microprocessors received in 19TT. Unlike the five
mjcroprocessors reported on by Caltrans (Table 1), the
Charlotte models are of the type that include volatile
memory witlt battery backup in the event of power
faÍlure. The program for the type 190, unlike that for
the type 170, is provided by the factory.

The inst¿llation of the Charlotte microprocessors
began in March 19??. At the time of tire visit by project
personnel in October L977, 24 microprocessors had
been installed for an average of only about three months. 

'The latest data availa.ble to us '!¡/ere as of December
1978; 69 microprocessors had been installed. l

Table I summarizes six months of 19TT data for 4BB
Charlotte signals, except that the microprocessor con-
troller clata were updated to December 1g?8. The 6g
microprocessor controllers were installed gradually ]

between March 197? and December 19?8. Data on two
installed less tha¡ a month before the December update

Amual
Calls
per
Signal

Electromechanical
Pretimed 0-5 32

6-10 93
11- 15 5
16-20 1>20 45
All 1?6
0-5 1

6-10 11
1t-15 38
16-20 11

6- 10
11- 15
16-20
>20

1.69
2.33
0.40
1.00
2.76
2.26
0
6.82
8.? 1

4.46>20 t2 9.08 - ,., " : -.,:,-_,---'
Âu 1j j-tr rea¿tty avatta¡te anC

Fully actuated 0-5 1 1.00 with a significant number of microprocessor controllers.

Semiactuated

Semiactuated,
operâted fixed

Fully actuated,
operated semi-
actuated

All
Solid state

Semiâctuâted

Ful.ly âctuated

Fully actuated,
operated semi-
actuated

All

AÌ1
0-5
11-15
All
11- 15
16-20
All

6- 10
11- 15
AII
0-5
6-10
11- 15
All
0-5
6- 10
11- 15
Alt

4.33
I 1.80
7.50
5.0
,t.71

2.00
11,00

6.5
3.0
5.0
4.3 3
4.09

5.48
6.00
5.5 5

6.1?
9.09

30.0
8.23
7.75
5.00

23.0
5.56
't.04

l4
I
1
t
1

2

29
4

óó
35

2
?0
I
8
2

18
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Table 9. Frequency of traffic-signal repair in Charlotte
for April to September 1977.

Controller Type

Arnrual
Calls

Age No. of per
(years) Signals Signal

maintenance shows 33 trips in four years to retune,
repÞce, and cut new loops.

Controller Type
Calls per Maintenance Cost
Year per Year ($)

Pretimed 2.16
Fu lly actuated, three-

phase, solid-state,
digital 2.O5

Loop detection for
above controller

Washington, D.C.

1.9 5

2.49
0.67
1.43
0.91
7.29
1.83

0.54
2.00
0.00
0.50
1.82
0.00

8.46

17

18

340

Electromechanical
Semiâctuated
Semiactuated (PR)
Fully actuâted

All
Solid state

P¡etimed'
Semiactuated

semiactuâted (TPF)

Fully actuated
Digital, noncomputer
Mic rop roce sso r"
Analog, noncomputer

>20
16-20
0-5
11- 15
>20
AIl

6- 10
0-5
6- 10
All
6- 10
11- 15

0-5
0-5
11- 15

75

J

bJ

?9

16?
1

3
4

11
b

4
67

6_10 3 0.00 A total of 497 loop detectors were installed as a part

semiactuâted (rp*) å]i, 1l Î:å9 
0f the urban Traffic control system Research Project

Fu"y ac,ua,ed 11-15 6 o o0 itrHå1i:#Jli"ixi::iir"HH *tni;:!il$ä; i,l"
Disital, noncomputer 0-b 4 0.00 the contractor of the available (crystal) electronics
Microprocessor" 0-5 67 0.99 units and the proCedures and materials for installing
Analos' noncomputer 11-15 ? 0 57 the loop wire and lead in. I¡r the first year, there were

.Theæ have foutrphas frames but are operated ¡n lwo phases. wìth onty 33 failures of the electronics units, for an arurual rate
rwoloadswitchesandwirhourderecrorsoractuarionmodute;acentrat Of 0.0? failUfeSr/deteCtOf. DUfing that pefiOd, 26 IOOpS
digital computer operates them as pretimed controllers.

brvarch re77 to Dæember 1e78. failed because of utility excavations; if these failures
are added, the total amual rate becomes 0.13 failures/
detector Q.

were discarded, leaving data on 6? that had service
records of 1-21 monthsl The project staff calculated coNcLUsIoNS
the frequency of calls per year for each microprocessor
individ,ally, by using ihe number of months iËt;;th - The foregoing findings provide the basis for conclusions

had been inþface. This procedure was r"o"u p"uàiÀã 3Uo¡t the total cost to maintain various types of con-

than one that assumed that all 6? controller" fñ¿ ¡ã"n trollers. Table 10 reflects these findings.
in seryice for an average of 10.5 months. The table It was found that the caltrans Maintenance Manage-

shows that Charlotte's ðlectromechanicat signats'rã- ment System offers the only available database of
quire service once or twice a year a¡rd that tire-ne* total maintenance costs, including both field and bench

iri""op"oc".sor controllers réquire close to one service work, parts, and travel. It seemed appropriate, there-
call annually {o19, .to plot the first points from those data. The

table indicates the values determined directly from the

Sþringfield. Illinois Caltrans data in Table 1. The NYSDOT data (Table ã)
were given second preference, because work hours were

Springfield furnished maintenance data for a 12-month available only from that source'

ññã in-is?6-t9zz. These data for 144 signats are sum- .For electromechanical equþment, tre coordination
marized in the table below, rvhich shows an unusually point selected between the Caltrans and NYSDOT data

high failure rate for semiactuated controllers. sets- was for fully actuated three- or four-phase con-
trollers. The ratio of California total cost to NYSDOT

No. of Annuat ca's field cost for that cell is 753 + 489 = L.64. The values

ggqlgllgflylg sisnals persisnal in the other cells of Table 5 were multiplied by 1'54 to
obtain the values shown in Table 10. For solid-state

Pretimed 117 2.37 equipment with analog timing, the coordination point
semiactuated 21 3'95 between the Caltrans and NYÐOT data was again talen
Fully actuated 6 1.67 tor the f'

The city traffic engineer explained that the city had had
excellent operational results with two-phase semi-
actuated controllers for many years. Their maintenance
problems began in 1975, when multiphase fully actuated
controllers were purchased and operated semiactuated
in an arterial system.

'Winston-Salem. North Carolina

Four years of detailed maintenance cost data lvere ob-
tained for one pretimed and one fully actuated controller
at locations selected by the city as fairly typical; six
of the eight calls for the pretimed controller were for
preventive maintenance. The data, summarized below,
show a very low cost to maintain the controllers (city
costs of $5/h for labor, truck, and supplies were in-
creased by B0 percent to account for fringe benefits and
overhead). However, the record of the loop-detector

The ratio of the two cells is 657 + 450 = 1.46, which is
reassuringly close to the 1.54 calculated for electro-
mechanical equipment. This factor was used to obtain
the remaining values for solid-state analog controllers.

The factors of 1.46 and 1.54 indicate essentially that,
for every dollar spent on work hours for field mainte-
nance of actuated equipment, an additional 50 cents is
required for the other items that constitute the total
cost as defined by Caltrans. These items include the
truck and its fuel, the parts used in the repair work,
and the cost of the bench labor. If these items cost
about the same for pretimed equipment as they do for
actuated models, then it would be appropriate to derive
the total cost of pretimed controller maintenance as
1.50 x $82 (from Table 5) or $123: However, bench-
repair labor is certainly less for pretimed equipment
than for actuated designs. Therefore, the project sta"ff
arbitrarily assigned a reduced cost of $115 for that
entry in Table 10.
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Table 10. Derived conclusions on the total annual cost to
ma¡nta¡n various types of traffic signals.

New York Süate, for example, found in 19?B that some
digitat loops are successfully operating even though
they are in such poor condition tj¡at the locations had

þer of other respondents indicated that they are ex-
tremely impressed with the digital unit,s sensitivity
and abi[ty to operate under adverse conditions of loop
condition, temperature, etc.

It is notable that this research project was conceived
at a time when some states-particularly those in the
Northeast and upper Midwest-were e4periencing great
difficulty in maintaining actuated controllers and loop
detectors of conventional design. h 19?? and 19T8, the
microprocessor and the digitat loop detector began to
change this situation completely for some agencies.
New York State, for e:ømple, now is able to consider
selecting fully actuated control at individual intersec-
tions. It seems clear that this research project has
been overtaken by technological breakthroughs that
greatly diminish the potentiat attraction of pretimed
or semiactuated control at individual intersections.
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Controller Type

Three- to Five- to
Two- Four- Eight-
Phase Phase Phase All

Electromechanical
Pretimed
Semiactuated
Fully âctuated
Volume-density

Solid- state
Analog timing

Semiactuâted
Fully âctuâted

Digital timing (except
microprocessor), fully
actuated

Microprocessor, fully
âctuâtêdò

zsì"
50tr
613'

258

zsã:
1162'

65?'

-
1209'
1506'

161 0'

1090"

757^

tt:

5?5' 661"

_ 427'

'Taken directly from the Caltrans Maintenance lvlanagementsystem data ¡n Table l_bTheæ data are for a lew controllers from a single ma-nutactuidr. ätt ai.i"rop,o"u*o,
controllers may have d¡fferent ma¡ntenance requirements (se Charlotte data in Table

ADEQUACY OF DATA

These data were gathered to assist in Ûre future selec-
tion of type of control-pretimed, semiactuated, basic
fully actuated, and density fully actuated. Data on
microprocessor controllers must be included. I¡r this
context there are trvo fundamental inadequacies in the
available data.

One is that none of the data sets provides the totat
maintenance costs for each of the four types of control.
The Caltra¡rs data quote total cost-field and bench
labor, travel, and materials-but do not include
pretimed control or the new type 1?0 microprocessor.
The NYSDOT data include pretimed equipment, but only
the cost of the field work hours can be obtained; bench
labor, travel, and parts are not covered. Most of the
other sources quote only frequency of repair, not
dollar cost.

A¡other difficulty with these data is tt¡,at future con-
sideration of actuated control-at least for the future
as vr'e can see it now-will focus on the microprocessor
controller and the digital loop detector. Almõst all of
the available maintenance data predate these recent
innovations.

Respondents in California, New york, and Charlotte,
for example, make it clear that microprocessor designs
of type 170 (user programmed) and type 190 (factory
programmed) are showing a longer MTBF and a shorter

will show similar benefits when their records are

, P' 27'
(However, hard data on this superiority áre skimpy so
far.) Presumably other designs of microprocessors

tabulated.
Moreover, the digital loop detector is prwing to be

significantly more effective than its analog counterpart.

Publication of th¡s paper sponsored by Committee on Traffic Control
Devices.




